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QUASI-PULLBACK OF BORCHERDS PRODUCTS
SHOUHEI MA
Abstract. Quasi-pullback of Borcherds products is an operation of
renormalized restriction. It produces a meromorphic modular form on a
lower dimensional symmetric domain which is again a Borcherds prod-
uct. We give an explicit formula for the weakly holomorphic modu-
lar form of Weil representation type whose Borcherds lift is the quasi-
pullback of the given Borcherds product.
1. Introduction
Let L be an even lattice of signature (2, b). In [3], [5], Borcherds discov-
ered a method for constructing meromorphic modular forms on the sym-
metric domain DL attached to L whose divisor is a linear combination of
Heegner divisors. His construction lifts weakly holomorphicmodular forms
f of one variable with values in the Weil representation ρL of L, and the
principal part of f determines the divisor and the weight of the resulting
modular form ΨL( f ) onDL. This orthogonal modular form ΨL( f ) is called
the Borcherds product associated to f .
In some applications of Borcherds products, an operation called quasi-
pullback, first introduced by Borcherds in [3], [7], has played an important
role. Let M be a primitive sublattice of L of signature (2, b′). If Ψ is a
Borcherds product on DL, its quasi-pullback to DM is defined by first di-
viding Ψ by zeros and poles containingDM, and then restricting the result-
ing form to DM. This produces a modular form on DM whose divisor and
weight can be determined from those of Ψ and the arithmetic information
of the embedding M ⊂ L. If DM is contained neither in the zero divisor
nor in the pole divisor of Ψ, this is ordinary restriction. Quasi-pullback
constructions have been applied to various problems, such as
• the height formula for the Weyl vectors of Borcherds products ([3]),
• Borcherds lift for anisotropic lattices ([5], see also [18]),
• the quasi-affineness of the moduli spaces of K3 surfaces ([7]),
• the Kodaira dimension of modular varieties ([19], [15], [16] et al),
• the analytic torsion of K3 surfaces with involutions ([27], [29]), and
• generalized Kac-Moody algebras ([17]).
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2In many of these examples, L is the even unimodular lattice II2,26 of sig-
nature (2, 26) and Ψ is the Borcherds form Φ12 constructed from f = 1/∆
([3]).
Quasi-pullback of a Borcherds product is again a Borcherds product, at
least when rk(M) ≥ 5. In many cases this follows from Bruinier’s converse
theorem [8], [9], and we show that this is always the case (provided that the
Koecher principle holds forDM). Our main result is an explicit formula for
the modular form of type ρM whose Borcherds lift is the quasi-pullback of
the given Borcherds product. Recall that theWitt index of M is the maximal
rank of an isotropic sublattice of M.
Theorem 1.1. Let ΨL( f ) be the Borcherds product on DL associated to a
weakly holomorphic modular form f of type ρL. Let K(−1) be a primitive
negative-definite sublattice of L, with K positive-definite. Assume that the
Witt index of M = K(−1)⊥ ∩ L is smaller than rk(M) − 2. Then, up to
a constant, the quasi-pullback of ΨL( f ) to DM is the Borcherds lift of the
weakly holomorphic modular form of type ρM defined by
g = 〈 f ↑L′L , ΘK〉.
Here L′ = M ⊕ K(−1), ↑L′L is the pullback operation defined in Equation
(2.1), ΘK is the ρK-valued theta series of K, and 〈·,ΘK〉 is theΘ-contraction
defined in Equation (3.1).
Since M has signature (2, ∗), the Witt index condition is always satisfied
when rk(M) ≥ 5. We need this condition only for the Koecher principle to
hold.
In the case where L is unimodular, so that f is scalar-valued, the ρM-
valued form g becomes the product
(1.1) g = f · ΘK
under the isomorphism ρM ≃ ρK (Example 3.13). Theorem 1.1 in this ver-
sion, especially for (L, f ) = (II2,26, 1/∆), has been known to the experts, as
can be found in the literature:
• The first example is due to Borcherds (§16 of [3]) where (L, f ) =
(II2,26, 1/∆) and M = II2,10, II2,18.
• A sign can also be found in Theorem 13.1 of [3] where (L, f ) is
general and M = U ⊕〈2d〉. Here U is the even unimodular lattice of
signature (1, 1) and 〈2d〉 is the rank 1 lattice whose generators have
norm 2d.
• Another example appears in Theorem 8.5 of [27] where (L, f ) =
(II2,26, 1/∆) and K is the Barnes-Wall lattice.
• A similar description can also be found in Remark 1 in §6 of [15].
3We show that a similar formula holds more generally, with f · ΘK replaced
by the tensor product f ⊗ ΘK (Example 3.12).
In some applications, the ρL-valued form f is constructed from a scalar-
valued modular form ϕ by means of “induction” (see, e.g., [6], [22], [23],
[24], [28], [29]). In that case, the ρM-valued form g can be expressed more
explicitly in terms of ϕ (§3.3). In a typical case, g equals the induction from
the scalar-valued form ϕ · θK, where θK is the scalar-valued theta series of K
(Corollary 3.10).
When L contains U ⊕ U, Gritsenko described the Borcherds lift in terms
of the weak Jacobi forms of weight 0 corresponding to the ρL-valued forms
(see §3 of [14]). He proves that in the Jacobi form setting, quasi-pullback
is given by the ordinary restriction of the source Jacobi form (see pp.16,
21, 23 of [13] for some examples). Theorem 1.1, in the case where M
contains U ⊕ U, should be equivalent to (and gives a ρL-version proof of)
Gritsenko’s quasi-pullback formula. In fact, Theorem 1.1 could be viewed
as a unified generalization of the unimodular formula (Equation (1.1)) and
the Gritsenko formula.
Theorem 1.1 is proved by comparing the weights and the divisors of the
two modular forms on DM. Since we rely on the Koecher principle (and
the fact that the character has finite order), the argument does not extend
to the remaining case in rk(M) = 3, 4. But it seems plausible that the same
formula would also hold in that case. At least we know that the two modular
forms have the same weight and divisor.
Schofer [25] considered an operation similar to the Θ-contraction, at the
level of the Schwarz space of L ⊗ A f (where A f denotes the finite adeles)
and for rk(M) = 2, to study CM values of Borcherds products. It may be
the case that ourΘ-contraction is a finite version of Schofer’s operation with
general rk(M).
Quasi-pullback of general holomorphic modular forms to rational qua-
dratic divisors (i.e., rk(K) = 1) is systematically studied in §8.4 of [16].
The classical case b = 3, 2, namely quasi-pullback from Siegel modular
3-folds to Hilbert modular surfaces and from Hilbert modular surfaces to
modular curves, has been also considered in [1], §9 of [11], and [2].
We thank K. Yoshikawa for valuable remarks and for referring us to
the paper [25], and V. Gritsenko for kindly teaching us his Jacobi quasi-
pullback formula. We also thank the referees for many detailed comments
which helped us to improve the presentation.
2. Weil representations and Borcherds products
In this section we recall basic facts concerning Weil representations and
Borcherds products ([5], [8]). Let L be an even lattice. By this we mean
4a free Z-module of finite rank equipped with a symmetric bilinear form
( , ) : L × L → Z such that (l, l) ∈ 2Z for every l ∈ L. The dual lattice L∨ of
L is defined as the subgroup of LQ consisting of vectors l such that (l,m) ∈ Z
for all m ∈ L. We write q(l) = (l, l)/2 for l ∈ L∨. Since (l,m) ∈ Z for every
l,m ∈ L, we have L ⊂ L∨. The quotient AL = L∨/L is called the discriminant
group of L. Its natural Q/Z-valued quadratic form q : AL → Q/Z is called
the discriminant form of L. The associated bilinear form
AL × AL → Q/Z, (λ, µ) = q(λ + µ) − q(λ) − q(µ),
is the reduction of the bilinear form on L∨ modulo Z.
In general, a finite abelian group A equipped with a nondegenerate qua-
dratic form q : A → Q/Z is called a finite quadratic module. We often
abbreviate (A, q) as A. Every finite quadratic module arises as the discrimi-
nant form of an even lattice ([21]). We set σ(A) = [b+ − b−] ∈ Z/8Z where
A = AL for an even lattice L of signature (b+, b−). This value σ(A) in Z/8Z
does not depend on the choice of L such that A = AL. The level of A is the
smallest natural number d such that dq(λ) = 0 ∈ Q/Z for all λ ∈ A.
2.1. The Weil representation. Let Mp2(Z) be the metaplectic double
cover of SL2(Z). It consists of elements of the form (M, φ) where M =(
a b
c d
)
is an element of SL2(Z) and φ is a holomorphic function on the up-
per half plane H such that φ(τ)2 = cτ + d. It is known that Mp2(Z) is
generated by the two elements
T =
((
1 1
0 1
)
, 1
)
, S =
((
0 −1
1 0
)
,
√
τ
)
.
Let (A, q) be a finite quadratic module and let CA be the group algebra
over A. For λ ∈ A the corresponding basis vector of CA is denoted by eλ.
The Weil representation ρA of Mp2(Z) is the unitary representation on CA
defined by
ρA(T )(eλ) = e(q(λ))eλ,
ρA(S )(eλ) =
e(−σ(A)/8)√|A|
∑
µ∈A
e(−(λ, µ))eµ,
where e(z) = exp(2πiz) for z ∈ Q/Z. We write ρA = ρL when A = AL for an
even lattice L.
A CA-valued holomorphic function f on H is called a weakly holomor-
phic modular form of type ρA and weight k ∈ 12Z if
f (Mτ) = φ(τ)2kρA(γ) f (τ)
5for every γ = (M, φ) ∈ Mp2(Z) and f is meromorphic at the cusp. We write
f (τ) =
∑
λ∈A
fλ(τ)eλ =
∑
λ∈A
∑
n∈q(λ)+Z
cλ(n)q
neλ
for its Fourier expansion, where qn = exp(2πinτ) for n ∈ Q. The finite
sum
∑
λ
∑
n≤0 cλ(n)q
neλ is called the principal part of f . We say that f has
integral principal part if all the Fourier coefficients cλ(n) with n ≤ 0 are
integers. We write M!
k
(ρA) for the space of weakly holomorphic modular
forms of weight k and type ρA.
Theta series provide basic examples of holomorphic modular forms for
the Weil representations. Let K be an even positive-definite lattice. For
λ ∈ AK the theta series θK+λ(τ) is defined by
θK+λ(τ) =
∑
l∈K+λ
q(l,l)/2 =
∑
n∈q(λ)+Z
cKλ (n)q
n,
where cK
λ
(n) is the number of vectors in K + λ ⊂ K∨ of norm 2n ≥ 0. Note
that cKλ (n) is finite because K
∨ is positive-definite. Taking the formal sum
over λ ∈ AK , we obtain the CAK-valued function
ΘK(τ) =
∑
λ∈AK
θK+λ(τ)eλ.
By Theorem 4.1 of [5], this is a holomorphic modular form of type ρK and
weight rk(K)/2 for Mp2(Z).
2.2. Three operations. Borcherds found some operations for constructing
modular forms for the Weil representations, which were subsequently de-
veloped by Bruinier and Scheithauer, as we recall below:
• Pullback to a sublattice ([8], [10], [9], [24])
• Pushforward to an overlattice ([5], [8], [10], [9])
• Induction from scalar-valued modular forms ([6], [22], [24])
Let A′ be a finite quadratic module and let I be an isotropic subgroup of
A′. Then A = I⊥/I inherits the structure of a finite quadratic module. We
have |A| = |A′|/|I|2 and σ(A) = σ(A′). For example, when A′ = AL′ for
an even lattice L′ and L is an even overlattice of L′, then I = L/L′ is an
isotropic subgroup of AL′ , and we have A ≃ AL naturally. Every isotropic
subgroup of AL′ arises in this way.
Let p : I⊥ → A be the natural projection. We define linear maps
↑A′I : CA → CA′, ↓A
′
I : CA
′ → CA,
by
eλ↑A′I =
∑
µ∈p−1(λ)
eµ, eµ↓A′I =

ep(µ), µ ∈ I⊥,
0, µ < I⊥,
6for λ ∈ A and µ ∈ A′ respectively. We write
(2.1) ↑L′L = ↑A
′
I , ↓L
′
L = ↓A
′
I ,
when A′ = AL′ and I = L/L′ as above.
Lemma 2.1. The linear maps ↑A′
I
and ↓A′
I
are equivariant with respect to
the Weil representations ρA, ρA′.
This is well-known on the level of modular forms (see Corollary 2.2 be-
low). Here we work at the level of representations, for which the proof is
similar. We give the proof for the sake of completeness.
Proof. It suffices to verify that ρA′(γ) ◦ ↑A′I = ↑A
′
I
◦ ρA(γ) and ρA(γ) ◦ ↓A′I =
↓A′I ◦ ρA′(γ) for γ = T and S . The case γ = T is evident. We check the case
γ = S . Write ζ = e(−σ(A)/8) = e(−σ(A′)/8). First, we consider ↓A′
I
. For
µ ∈ A′ we have
(ρA′(S )(eµ))↓A′I =
ζ√|A′|
∑
µ′∈I⊥
e(−(µ, µ′))ep(µ′).
When µ ∈ I⊥, (µ, µ′) = (p(µ), p(µ′)) depends only on p(µ′) ∈ I⊥/I, so this
is equal to
ζ√|A′| · |I| ·
∑
λ∈I⊥/I
e(−(p(µ), λ))eλ = ρA(S )(ep(µ)) = ρA(S )(eµ↓A′I ).
When µ < I⊥, we have
∑
µ′∈µ0+I e(−(µ, µ′)) = 0 for every µ0 ∈ A′. Consid-
ering the division of I⊥ into I-orbits, we obtain (ρA′(S )(eµ))↓A′I = 0. Hence
ρA(S ) ◦ ↓A′I = ↓A
′
I
◦ ρA′(S ).
Next, we consider ↑A′I . For λ ∈ A we have
ρA′(S )(eλ↑A′I ) = ρA′(S )

∑
µ∈p−1(λ)
eµ
 = ζ√|A′|
∑
µ′∈A′

∑
µ∈p−1(λ)
e(−(µ, µ′))
 eµ′ .
Since p−1(λ) is an I-orbit, we have as above
∑
µ∈p−1(λ)
e(−(µ, µ′)) =

|I| · e(−(λ, p(µ′))), µ′ ∈ I⊥,
0, µ′ < I⊥.
It follows that
ρA′(S )(eλ↑A′I ) =
ζ√|A|
∑
µ′∈I⊥
e(−(λ, p(µ′)))eµ′ = (ρA(S )(eλ))↑A′I .

7The map ↑A′I transforms CA-valued functions to CA′-valued functions,
and ↓A′
I
transformsCA′-valued functions toCA-valued functions. We denote
these operators also by ↑A′
I
, ↓A′
I
. Lemma 2.1 implies the following.
Corollary 2.2 ([5], [8], [10], [9], [24]). The operators ↑A′
I
, ↓A′
I
define linear
maps ↑A′I : M!k(ρA) → M!k(ρA′) and ↓A
′
I : M
!
k
(ρA′) → M!k(ρA).
We now turn to describing induction from scalar-valued modular forms
([6], [22]). Let A be a finite quadratic module. Let d be a natural number
divisible by the level of A. We write MΓ0(d) for the inverse image of Γ0(d)
in Mp2(Z). By [23], [26], [30], there is a character χA of MΓ0(d) such that
ρA(γ)e0 = χA(γ)e0 for every γ ∈ MΓ0(d). More generally, if I ⊂ A is an
isotropic subgroup, we have
ρA(γ)

∑
λ∈I
eλ
 = χA(γ)

∑
λ∈I
eλ

for every γ ∈ MΓ0(d) by Proposition 4.5 of [23] and Lemma 5.6 of [26].
See §4 of [23], §5 of [26], and [30] for the explicit form of χA. Now, if ϕ is a
scalar-valued weakly holomorphic modular form of weight k and character
χA for MΓ0(d), we define
(2.2) indIA(ϕ) =
∑
γ∈MΓ0(d)\Mp2(Z)
(ϕ|kγ) · ρA(γ)−1

∑
λ∈I
eλ
 ,
where (ϕ|kγ)(τ) = φ(τ)−2kϕ(Mτ) is the Petersson slash operator of weight k
by γ = (M, φ). This is a weakly holomorphic modular form of weight k and
type ρA for Mp2(Z). This construction is due to Borcherds (p.342 of [6]) for
I = {0}, and Scheithauer (Theorem 6.2 of [22]) for general I. We especially
denote ind
{0}
A
= indA. When A = AL for an even lattice L, we also write
χL = χA and indL = indA. Note that if dA is the level of A, we have
indIA(ϕ) =
∑
γ∈MΓ0(dA)\Mp2(Z)
(ψ|kγ) · ρA(γ)−1

∑
λ∈I
eλ
 ,
where ψ =
∑
γ∈MΓ0(d)\MΓ0(dA)(ϕ|kγ)χA(γ)−1 is the average of ϕ over
MΓ0(d)\MΓ0(dA). In this sense, the induction is done essentially at level
dA.
The relationship between indA and ↑A′I , ↓A
′
I
is as follows.
Lemma 2.3. Let A′ be a finite quadratic module and set A = I⊥/I for an
isotropic subgroup I of A′. Then for every natural number d divisible by the
level of A′, we have the equalities ↑A′
I
◦ indA = indIA′ and ↓A
′
I
◦ indA′ = indA
on modular forms for MΓ0(d) with character χA′ .
8Proof. By Lemma 2.1 we have
indA(ϕ)↑A′I =
∑
γ∈MΓ0(d)\Mp2(Z)
(ϕ|kγ)(ρA(γ)−1e0)↑A′I
=
∑
γ∈MΓ0(d)\Mp2(Z)
(ϕ|kγ)ρA′(γ)−1(e0↑A′I ) = indIA′(ϕ).
We can verify the equality ↓A′
I
◦ indA′ = indA similarly, since ↓A′I sends
e0 ∈ CA′ to e0 ∈ CA. 
Note that χA = χA′ over MΓ0(dA′) by Lemma 2.1, so in particular χA′ can
be extended from MΓ0(dA′) to MΓ0(dA). Then ρA′(γ)(
∑
I eλ) = χA(γ)
∑
I eλ
for γ ∈ MΓ0(dA) by Lemma 2.1. Hence the induction indIA′ can also be
defined on (MΓ0(dA), χA), not just on (MΓ0(dA′), χA′), and Lemma 2.3 holds
also at level dA.
Remark 2.4 (Jacobi form interpretation). Assume that A = AN(−1) for an
even positive-definite lattice N. We identify A = AN as abelian groups
naturally. Then ρA-valued modular forms f (τ) =
∑
λ fλ(τ)eλ correspond to
Jacobi forms ϕ(τ, z) =
∑
λ fλ(τ)θN+λ(τ, z) of index N, where θN+λ(τ, z) is the
Jacobi theta series of N + λ defined on H × NC (see Lemma 2.3 of [12]).
If A′ = AN′(−1) for a finite-index sublatticeN′ of N and I = N(−1)/N′(−1),
the Jacobi form of index N′ corresponding to f ↑A′I is just the same function
ϕ(τ, z), considered on H × N′
C
via the identification NC = N
′
C
. This follows
from the decomposition
θN+λ(τ, z) =
∑
µ∈p−1(λ)
θN′+µ(τ, z)
of the Jacobi theta series. Thus the interpretation of the operation ↑A′
I
in
terms of Jacobi forms is ”changing the reference lattice”, without changing
the Jacobi form itself.
If we restrict the Jacobi form ϕ(τ, z) toH×{0}, we obtain the scalar-valued
modular form ϕ(τ, 0) =
∑
λ fλ(τ)θN+λ(τ) because θN+λ(τ, 0) = θN+λ(τ). This
operation, replacing eλ by θN+λ(τ) in f =
∑
λ fλeλ after AN(−1) ≃ AN , is
the simplest example of the Θ-contraction defined in §3.1. More generally,
when N splits as N1 ⊕ N2, the Jacobi theta series decomposes as
θN+λ(τ, z) = θN1+λ1(τ, z1) · θN2+λ2(τ, z2),
where z = (z1, z2) with zi ∈ (Ni)C and λ = (λ1, λ2) with λi ∈ Ai := ANi(−1).
Therefore the restriction of ϕ(τ, z) to H × (N1)C is given by
ϕ(τ, z1, 0) =
∑
λ1∈A1
∑
λ2∈A2
fλ1,λ2(τ)θN2+λ2(τ)θN1+λ1(τ, z1).
9This is the Jacobi form of index N1 corresponding to the ρA1-valued form
(2.3)
∑
λ1∈A1

∑
λ2∈A2
fλ1,λ2(τ)θN2+λ2(τ)
 eλ1 .
This operation on f is a typical example of a Θ-contraction.
2.3. Borcherds products. Let L be an even lattice of signature (2, b). We
recall the basic theory of Borcherds products for L (see §13 of [5] and §3.3,
§3.4 of [8] for more details). Let DL be the Hermitian symmetric domain
attached to L, which is defined as one of the two connected components of
the following open set of the isotropic quadric:
{[ω] ∈ P(LC) | (ω,ω) = 0, (ω, ω¯) > 0}.
We write O+(L) for the subgroup of O(L) preserving DL, and ΓL for the
kernel of the natural map O+(L) → O(AL).
Let O(−1) be the tautological line bundle over DL. Let Γ be a finite-
index subgroup of O+(L) and let χ : Γ → C× be a character. The group Γ
acts on O(−1) equivariantly. A meromorphic section Ψ of O(−k) over DL
satisfying γ∗Ψ = χ(γ)Ψ for every γ ∈ Γ is called a meromorphic modular
form of weight k and character χ with respect to Γ. If
D•L = {ω ∈ LC | ω , 0, [ω] ∈ DL}
is the affine cone over DL minus the vertex (which is the total space of
O(−1) minus the zero section), a section of O(−k) over DL corresponds
canonically to a function onD•L that is homogeneous of degree −k on every
C×-fiber of D•L → DL. Thus a meromorphic modular form of weight k and
character χ is canonically identified with a meromorphic function Ψ onD•
L
which satisfies Ψ(γω) = χ(γ)Ψ(ω) for every γ ∈ Γ and Ψ(tω) = t−kΨ(ω) for
every t ∈ C× (cf. [5], [8]).
A vector l ∈ L∨ of negative norm defines the hyperplane section l⊥ ∩ DL
ofDL. This is called a rational quadratic divisor and is naturally identified
with Dl⊥∩L. More generally, if K(−1) is a negative-definite sublattice of L,
the intersection K(−1)⊥∩DL is identified withDM where M = K(−1)⊥∩L.
For λ ∈ AL and n ∈ q(λ) + Z with n < 0, the locally finite divisor
Z(λ, n) =
∑
l∈L+λ
q(l)=n
(l⊥ ∩ DL)
of DL is called the Heegner divisor of discriminant (λ, n). It descends to a
finite divisor on ΓL\DL. If 2λ , 0, every component of Z(λ, n) has multi-
plicity 1, while if 2λ = 0, the components have multiplicity 2 because of
the contribution from both l and −l.
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Theorem 2.5 (Borcherds [5]). Let f (τ) =
∑
λ
∑
n cλ(n)q
neλ be a weakly
holomorphic modular form of type ρL and weight 1 − b/2 with integral
principal part and c0(0) ∈ 2Z. Then there exists a meromorphic modular
form ΨL( f ) on DL of weight c0(0)/2 and some unitary character χ with
respect to ΓL whose divisor is
(2.4) div(ΨL( f )) =
1
2
∑
λ∈AL
∑
n<0
n∈q(λ)+Z
cλ(n)Z(λ, n).
The modular form ΨL( f ) is called the Borcherds product associated to f .
Equation (2.4) can also be written in the form
div(ΨL( f )) =
1
2
∑
l∈L∨
q(l)<0
cl+L(q(l)) (l
⊥ ∩DL)
=
∑
l∈L∨/±1
q(l)<0
cl+L(q(l)) (l
⊥ ∩ DL).(2.5)
Here we have cλ(n) = c−λ(n) by the invariance of f under Z = S 2. The
factor 1/2 in Equation (2.4) arises from the multiplicities of the Heegner
divisors Z(λ, n).
3. Quasi-pullbacks
Let L be an even lattice of signature (2, b). Let K(−1) be a primitive
negative-definite sublattice of L where K is positive-definite. We assume
that theWitt index of the orthogonal complementM = K(−1)⊥∩L is smaller
than rk(M) − 2. Since M has signature (2, ∗), its Witt index cannot exceed
2, so this condition is always satisfied when rk(M) ≥ 5; when rk(M) = 4,
this is equivalent to the absence of isotropic sublattices of rank 2 in M (e.g.,
the case of Hilbert modular surfaces); when rk(M) = 3, M is required to be
anisotropic, which is equivalent to Γ\DM having no cusps and hence being
compact. Under this condition, we can use the Koecher principle onDM in
the following form.
Lemma 3.1. Let M be as above. Let Γ be a finite-index subgroup of O+(M)
and let χ be a unitary character of Γ. Then any nonzero modular form of
weight 0 and character χ for Γ which has no pole on DM is constant (and
we must have χ = 1).
Proof. When rk(M) ≥ 4, we can apply the Margulis normal subgroup the-
orem (Theorem 4’ in p.4 of [20]). Indeed, the Lie group O(MR) is simple
when rk(M) ≥ 5, while when rk(M) = 4 the discrete subgroup Γ of O(MR)
is still irreducible by the Witt index condition. This tells us that the abelian-
ization of Γ is finite, so χmust have finite order. Thus, by passing to Ker(χ),
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we are reduced to the usual Koecher principle for scalar-valued modular
forms. When rk(M) = 3, we argue differently. If we pass to a torsion-free
subgroup Γ′ of Γ of finite index, χ|Γ′ corresponds to a line bundle of de-
gree 0 on the compact curve Γ′\DM. Then we are reduced to the fact that
no line bundle of degree 0 on a compact curve except the trivial one has a
nonzero holomorphic section, and every holomorphic section of the trivial
line bundle is constant. 
Let f be a weakly holomorphic modular form of weight 1 − b/2 and
type ρL with integral principal part and c0(0) ∈ 2Z, and let Ψ = ΨL( f ) be
its Borcherds lift with unitary character χ. For each primitive vector l of
K(−1), we denote by r(l) the order of Ψ along the rational quadratic divisor
l⊥ ∩ DL. The quasi-pullback of Ψ to DM is defined (see, e.g., pp. 200, 210
of [3] and p. 188 of [7]) by
Ψ||DM =
Ψ∏
±l(·, l)r(l)
∣∣∣∣∣
DM
,
where ±l ∈ K(−1)/ ± 1 runs over primitive vectors of K(−1) up to ±1,
and (·, l) is the linear form on D•
L
⊂ LC defined by the pairing with the
vector l. Here, for each [±l] from K(−1)/ ± 1, we choose either l or −l
as a representative and take the linear form with it (so there is in general
a choice of ±1 when defining Ψ||DM ). Note that the product
∏
±l(·, l)r(l) is
actually a finite product. Indeed, since f has only finitely many nonzero
Fourier coefficients cλ(n) with n < 0 and since the negative-definite lattice
K(−1)Q ∩ L∨ contains only finitely many vectors of a given norm, we have
r(l) , 0 only for finitely many primitive l ∈ K(−1).
Lemma 3.2 ([3], [7]). The quasi-pullbackΨ||DM is a nonzero meromorphic
modular form on DM with respect to ΓM and the character χ|ΓM , and has
weight wt(Ψ)+
∑
±l r(l) where wt(Ψ) is the weight of Ψ. Here χ is restricted
to ΓM via the natural embedding ΓM ֒→ ΓL.
Proof. We writeΨ′ = Ψ/
∏
±l(·, l)r(l) and k = wt(Ψ)+
∑
±l r(l). By definition
Ψ
′ is a meromorphic section of O(−k) over DL. Since rational quadratic
divisors on DL containingDM are exactly l⊥ ∩ DL with l ∈ K(−1), we find
that
div(Ψ′) = div(Ψ) −
∑
±l
r(l)(l⊥ ∩DL)
does not contain DM in its support. Hence Ψ||DM = Ψ′|DM is a nonzero
meromorphic section of O(−k)|DM .
Nikulin shows in [21] that for every γ ∈ ΓM, the isometry γ˜ = γ ⊕ idK(−1)
of M ⊕ K(−1) extends to an isometry of L and acts trivially on AL. This
defines an embedding ΓM ֒→ ΓL. We have γ˜∗Ψ = χ(γ˜)Ψ, and also γ˜ leaves∏
±l(·, l)r(l) invariant because it fixes vectors l in K(−1). Therefore γ˜∗Ψ′ =
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χ(γ˜)Ψ′ for every γ ∈ ΓM. If we write χ′ = χ|ΓM , then Ψ||DM = Ψ′|DM satisfies
γ∗(Ψ||DM ) = χ′(γ)Ψ||DM for every γ ∈ ΓM . 
Our purpose is to explicitly construct a weakly holomorphic modular
form of type ρM whose Borcherds lift gives Ψ||DM . In §3.1 we consider
the split case L = M ⊕ K(−1). The general case is studied in §3.2, where
we prove Theorem 1.1. In §3.3 we give a more explicit formula when f
is induced from a scalar-valued modular form. In §3.4 we consider a few
examples.
3.1. The split case. In this subsection we consider the case where L splits
as M ⊕K(−1). We identify AK(−1) = AK as abelian groups, which multiplies
the discriminant form by −1. For λ ∈ AK = AK(−1) we write eλ ∈ CAK and
e¯λ ∈ CAK(−1) for the respective corresponding vectors. We have a canon-
ical isomorphism CAK(−1) → (CAK)∨ sending e¯λ to the dual basis vector
e∨
λ
for each λ ∈ AK . This is an isomorphism ρK(−1) ≃ (ρK)∨ of Mp2(Z)-
representations. Since AL = AM ⊕ AK(−1), we have a natural isomorphism
CAL ≃ CAM ⊗CAK(−1) sending e(µ,λ) to eµ⊗ e¯λ where µ ∈ AM and λ ∈ AK(−1).
This is an isomorphism ρL ≃ ρM ⊗ ρK(−1) of Mp2(Z)-representations.
Let f be a CAL-valued function on H. By CAL ≃ CAM ⊗CAK(−1) we view
f as a family of CAM-valued functions parametrized by AK(−1) = AK , and
write
f =
∑
λ∈AK
fλ ⊗ e¯λ
with fλ being a CAM-valued function. We define the Θ-contraction of f as
the CAM-valued function
(3.1) 〈 f ,ΘK〉 =
∑
λ∈AK
fλ · θK+λ.
Equivalently, consider f as CAM ⊗ (CAK)∨-valued by the isomorphism
CAK(−1) ≃ (CAK)∨. Then f ⊗ ΘK is a CAM ⊗ (CAK)∨ ⊗ CAK-valued
function, and 〈 f ,ΘK〉 is obtained from f ⊗ ΘK by the contraction map
(CAK)
∨ ⊗ CAK → C.
Lemma 3.3. If f is a weakly holomorphic modular form of type ρL and
weight k, then 〈 f ,ΘK〉 is a weakly holomorphic modular form of type ρM
and weight k + rk(K)/2. If f has integral principal part, so does 〈 f ,ΘK〉.
When 2k ≡ 2 − b mod 4, if furthermore the Fourier coefficient c0(0) of f is
even, then so is the constant term of 〈 f ,ΘK〉.
Proof. Since ΘK is a modular form of type ρK and weight rk(K)/2, the ten-
sor product f⊗ΘK is modular of type ρM⊗(ρK)∨⊗ρK and weight k+rk(K)/2.
Since the contraction map (ρK)
∨ ⊗ ρK → C is Mp2(Z)-invariant, 〈 f ,ΘK〉 is
modular of type ρM and weight k + rk(K)/2. The second assertion follows
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from Equation (3.1), because θK+λ is holomorphic at the cusp and has inte-
gral Fourier coefficients. As for the last assertion, if fλ(τ) =
∑
µ,n cµ,λ(n)q
neµ
and θK+λ(τ) =
∑
m c
K
λ
(m)qm, then we have c0,λ(n) = c0,−λ(n) due to the in-
variance under Z and our assumption on the weight k, and we also have
cKλ (m) = c
K
−λ(m) due to the multiplication by −1. So the Fourier coefficient
of 〈 f ,ΘK〉 at q0e0 can be written as
c0,0(0) + 2
∑
m>0
∑
λ∈AK/±1
2λ,0
c0,λ(−m)cKλ (m) +
∑
m>0
∑
λ∈AK
2λ=0
c0,λ(−m)cKλ (m).
Since the multiplication by −1 preserves K + λ if 2λ = 0 ∈ AK , we have
cKλ (m) ∈ 2Z for such λ and m > 0. This proves our assertion. 
We can now prove our main result in the split case, from which the gen-
eral case will follow later.
Proposition 3.4. Assume that L splits as M ⊕ K(−1). Let f be a weakly
holomorphic modular form of weight 1 − b/2 and type ρL with integral
principal part and c0(0) ∈ 2Z. Then we have ΨL( f )||DM = ΨM(〈 f ,ΘK〉) up
to a multiplicative constant.
Proof. We show that the two modular forms on DM have the same weight
and divisor. Then their ratio is a modular form of weight 0 on DM for a
unitary character which has no pole onDM. By our Witt index condition on
M, we can apply Lemma 3.1 to see that this ratio is a constant.
By Equation (2.5), ΨL( f )||DM can be written up to a constant as
(3.2) ΨL( f )||DM =
ΨL( f )∏
±v(·, v)cv+L(q(v))
∣∣∣∣∣∣DM ,
where v runs over all the nonzero vectors of K(−1)∨ up to ±1 (not neces-
sarily primitive in K(−1)). The product here is again a finite product by the
same argument as before. In order to compare this with the Borcherds lift
of 〈 f ,ΘK〉, we calculate the Fourier coefficients of 〈 f ,ΘK〉. Write
f (τ) =
∑
µ∈AM
∑
λ∈AK
∑
n
cLµ,λ(n)q
neµ ⊗ e¯λ,
ΘK(τ) =
∑
λ∈AK
∑
m
cKλ (m)q
meλ,
and
〈 f ,ΘK〉(τ) =
∑
µ∈AM
∑
l
cMµ (l)q
leµ.
By the definition of 〈 f ,ΘK〉 in Equation (3.1), we have
cMµ (l) =
∑
λ∈AK
∑
n+m=l
cLµ,λ(n)c
K
λ (m) =
∑
λ∈AK
∑
m≥0
cKλ (m)c
L
µ,λ(l − m).
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Since cK
λ
(m) is the number of vectors v in K(−1) + λ of norm −2m, we find
that
(3.3) cMµ (l) =
∑
v∈K(−1)∨
cL(µ,v)+L(l + q(v)).
Note that this is a finite sum because f is meromorphic at the cusp and
K(−1)∨ is negative-definite. In particular, we have
cM0 (0) = c
L
0(0) +
∑
v∈K(−1)∨
v,0
cLv+L(q(v)).
Hence the weight of ΨM(〈 f ,ΘK〉) is
1
2
cL0(0) +
1
2
∑
v∈K(−1)∨
v,0
cLv+L(q(v)) = wt(ΨL( f )) +
∑
v∈K(−1)∨/±1
v,0
cLv+L(q(v)).
By Equation (3.2), this is equal to the weight of ΨL( f )||DM .
We compare the divisors next. By Equations (2.5) and (3.3), the divisor
of ΨM(〈 f ,ΘK〉) is given by
div(ΨM(〈 f ,ΘK〉)) =
∑
u∈M∨/±1
q(u)<0
cMu+M(q(u))(u
⊥ ∩DM)
=
∑
u∈M∨/±1
q(u)<0
∑
v∈K(−1)∨
cL(u,v)+L(q(u + v))(u
⊥ ∩DM).
If we write π : L∨ → M∨ for the projection, this can be written as∑
u∈M∨/±1
q(u)<0
∑
w∈L∨
π(w)=u
cLw+L(q(w))(w
⊥ ∩DM) =
∑
w∈L∨/±1
q(π(w))<0
cLw+L(q(w))(w
⊥ ∩DM).
Since q(π(w)) < 0 if and only if w⊥ ∩DM , ∅ and w < K(−1)∨, this equals
the divisor of ΨL( f )||DM by Equations (2.5) and (3.2). 
Remark 3.5. The observation from Equation (2.3) above can be phrased in
terms of Θ-contraction: when M splits as U ⊕ U ⊕ N(−1) with N positive-
definite, the Jacobi form of index N corresponding to 〈 f ,ΘK〉 is the re-
striction of the Jacobi form of index N ⊕ K corresponding to f . Thus the
interpretation of Θ-contraction in terms of Jacobi forms is ”restriction”.
3.2. The general case. Next, we consider the general case where L does
not necessarily coincide with M ⊕K(−1), and prove Theorem 1.1. We need
the following general lemma.
Lemma 3.6. Let L′ be a finite-index sublattice of L. Then we have ΨL( f ) =
ΨL′( f ↑L′L ) up to a constant under the natural identificationDL = DL′ , where
↑L′L is the pullback operation defined in Equation (2.1).
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Proof. We write the Heegner divisors as Z(λ, n)L and Z(µ, n)L′ in order to
specify the reference lattice. We denote I = L/L′ ⊂ AL′ and p : I⊥ → AL
the projection. Since L = ⊔µ∈I(L′ + µ), we have the disjoint decomposition
L + λ =
⊔
µ∈I⊥
p(µ)=λ
(L′ + µ)
for λ ∈ AL. Hence the Heegner divisors for L decompose as
Z(λ, n)L =
∑
µ∈I⊥
p(µ)=λ
Z(µ, n)L′ .
It follows that
div(ΨL( f )) =
1
2
∑
λ∈AL
∑
n<0
n≡q(λ)
cλ(n)Z(λ, n)L
=
1
2
∑
µ∈I⊥
∑
n<0
n≡q(µ)
cp(µ)(n)Z(µ, n)L′ .
On the other hand, since the Fourier expansion of f ↑L′L is given by
( f ↑L′L )(τ) =
∑
µ∈I⊥
∑
n≡q(µ)
cp(µ)(n)q
neµ,
we see that ΨL( f ) and ΨL′( f ↑L′L ) have the same divisor onDL = DL′ . Since
f and f ↑L′
L
have the same coefficient of q0e0, they also have the same weight.

We now prove the main result of this paper.
(Proof of Theorem 1.1). We apply Lemma 3.6 to L′ = M ⊕ K(−1). The
modular form ΨL( f )||DM can be obtained by first considering ΨL( f ) as a
modular form on DL′ and then taking its quasi-pullback from DL′ to DM.
We thus have
ΨL( f )||DM = ΨL′( f ↑L
′
L )||DM = ΨM(〈 f ↑L
′
L ,ΘK〉)
by Lemma 3.6 and Proposition 3.4. 
Remark 3.7. Assume that M contains U ⊕U and write M = U ⊕U ⊕N(−1)
and L = U ⊕U ⊕N0(−1). By Remarks 2.4 and 3.5, the Jacobi form of index
N corresponding to 〈 f ↑L′
L
,ΘK〉 is the restriction of the Jacobi form of index
N0 corresponding to f . Thus we obtain another proof of Gritsenko’s result
that when M contains U ⊕ U, the quasi-pullback of the Borcherds lift of a
weak Jacobi form (of weight 0) is the Borcherds lift of the restriction of this
Jacobi form. See pp.16, 21, 23 of [13] for some examples of Gritsenko’s
formula.
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3.3. Θ-contraction and induction. In the case where the ρL-valued form
f is constructed as the induction indL(ϕ) from a scalar-valued modular form
ϕ (cf. [6], [22], [23], [28], [29], [24]), we can describe the ρM-valued form
〈 f ↑L′L ,ΘK〉 more explicitly. Let L′ = M ⊕ K(−1) and
(3.4) I = L/L′ ⊂ AL′ = AM ⊕ AK(−1).
This is an isotropic subgroup of AM ⊕ AK(−1). Let GM ⊂ AM and GK ⊂ AK
be the images of I by the projections I → AM and I → AK(−1) = AK ,
respectively. Nikulin shows in [21] that these projections are injective and
so I is the graph of an isomorphism
(3.5) ι : GM → GK.
This ι is an isometry because I is isotropic and we take the (−1)-scaling
AK(−1) = AK .
We fix a natural number d divisible by the level of AL. We choose and
fix representatives γ1, · · · , γa ∈ Mp2(Z) of MΓ0(d)\Mp2(Z). For an element
µ ∈ AM and a modular form ψ of weight k′ for some subgroup of Mp2(Z),
we define
ind
µ
M
(ψ) =
a∑
i=1
(ψ|k′γi)ρM(γi)−1(eµ).
If µ = 0, the level of AM divides d, and ψ is modular for MΓ0(d) with
character χM , then this is the operation indM defined in Equation (2.2). But
in general this may depend on the choice of the representatives γ1, · · · , γa.
Lemma 3.8. Let ϕ be a weakly holomorphic scalar-valued modular form
of weight k and character χL for MΓ0(d). Then for L
′
= M⊕K(−1) we have
(3.6) 〈indL(ϕ)↑L′L ,ΘK〉 =
∑
µ∈GM
ind
µ
M
(ϕ · θK+ι(µ)).
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 we have
indL(ϕ)↑L′L = indIL′(ϕ) =
a∑
i=1
(ϕ|kγi)
∑
µ∈GM
(ρM(γi)
−1eµ) ⊗ (ρ∨K(γi)−1e¯ι(µ)).
Hence
〈indL(ϕ)↑L′L , ΘK〉 =
a∑
i=1
(ϕ|kγi)
∑
µ∈GM
(ρM(γi)
−1eµ) · 〈ρ∨K(γi)−1e¯ι(µ), ΘK〉.
By the modularity of ΘK , we have
〈ρ∨K(γ)−1e¯λ,ΘK〉 = 〈e¯λ, ρK(γ)ΘK〉 = 〈e¯λ,ΘK |κγ〉 = θK+λ|κγ
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for every γ ∈ Mp2(Z) and λ ∈ AK , where κ = rk(K)/2. It follows that
〈indL(ϕ)↑L′L , ΘK〉 =
a∑
i=1
(ϕ|kγi)
∑
µ∈GM
(θK+ι(µ)|κγi)ρM(γi)−1eµ
=
∑
µ∈GM
ind
µ
M
(ϕ · θK+ι(µ)).

Equation (3.6) implies that the sum in the right hand side does not depend
on the choice of γ1, · · · , γa.
By Lemma 3.8 and Theorem 1.1 we obtain the following.
Proposition 3.9. Let ϕ be a scalar-valued weakly holomorphic modular
form of weight 1 − b/2 and character χL for MΓ0(d), such that indL(ϕ) has
integral principal part and c0(0) ∈ 2Z. Then
ΨL(indL(ϕ))||DM = ΨM

∑
µ∈GM
ind
µ
M
(ϕ · θK+ι(µ))
 .
When L = M ⊕ K(−1), we have I = {0}, so Equation (3.6) takes the
simple form
〈indL(ϕ),ΘK〉 = indM(ϕ · θK).
Hence Proposition 3.9 is simplified as follows.
Corollary 3.10. When L splits as M ⊕ K(−1), we have
ΨL(indL(ϕ))||DM = ΨM(indM(ϕ · θK)).
3.4. Examples. We discuss a few examples. In what follows, L is always
an even lattice of signature (2, b), K(−1) is a primitive negative-definite
sublattice of L, M = K(−1)⊥ ∩ L (satisfying the assumption about its rank
and Witt index appearing in the beginning of §3), and L′ = M ⊕ K(−1). We
use the notation I = L/L′ and ι : GM → GK from Equations (3.4) and (3.5).
Example 3.11. Consider the case where GK ⊂ AK is nondegenerate. We
have the orthogonal decompositions AK = GK ⊕ G⊥K and AM = GM ⊕ G⊥M.
Therefore I⊥ = G⊥M⊕G⊥K(−1)⊕I, so that AL ≃ G⊥M⊕G⊥K(−1) and I⊥ ≃ AL⊕I.
This implies that CAL ≃ CG⊥M ⊗ (CG⊥K)∨ and
CAL′ ≃ CAL ⊗ CGM ⊗ (CGK)∨ ≃ CAL ⊗ End(CGM).
Under this isomorphism, the pullback ↑L′
L
is given by
idCAL ⊗

∑
µ∈GM
eµ ⊗ e¯ι(µ)
 : CAL → CAL′ ≃ CAL ⊗ CGM ⊗ (CGK)∨.
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Note that the vector
∑
µ∈GM eµ ⊗ e¯ι(µ) corresponds to the identity of CGM
under the isomorphism CGM ⊗ (CGK)∨ ≃ End(CGM).
Let f be a weakly holomorphic modular form of type ρL. By the isomor-
phism CAL ≃ CG⊥M ⊗ (CG⊥K)∨, we can write f =
∑
ν∈G⊥
K
fν ⊗ e¯ν with fν being
a CG⊥M-valued function. Then
f ↑L′L =
∑
ν∈G⊥
K
fν ⊗ e¯ν ⊗

∑
µ∈GM
eµ ⊗ e¯ι(µ)
 .
If we denote by π : AK → G⊥K and π′ : AK → GK ≃ GM the natural projec-
tions, then
(3.7) 〈 f ↑L′L ,ΘK〉 =
∑
λ∈AK
θK+λ · fπ(λ) ⊗ eπ′(λ).
Therefore Theorem 1.1 takes the form
ΨL( f )||DM = ΨM

∑
λ∈AK
θK+λ · fπ(λ) ⊗ eπ′(λ)
 .
Example 3.12. As a special case of Example 3.11, assume that GK = AK .
Then G⊥K is trivial, AL ≃ G⊥M, and AM = G⊥M ⊕ GM ≃ AL ⊕ AK . Hence
CAM ≃ CAL ⊗ CAK . Under this isomorphism, Equation (3.7) is simplified
to
(3.8) 〈 f ↑L′L ,ΘK〉 = f ⊗ ΘK ,
so Theorem 1.1 takes the form
ΨL( f )||DM = ΨM( f ⊗ ΘK).
We shall look at two further special cases of Example 3.12: when GM =
AM and when AK = {0}.
Example 3.13. Consider the case where L is unimodular. Nikulin shows in
[21] thatGK = AK andGM = AM in this case. The modular form f is scalar-
valued because AL is trivial. Equation (3.8) is simplified to 〈 f ↑L′L ,ΘK〉 =
f · ΘK where we identify ρM ≃ ρK by ι. Hence Theorem 1.1 takes the form
ΨL( f )||DM = ΨM( f · ΘK).
This formula has been known to the experts, especially when (L, f ) =
(II2,26, 1/∆). See §16 of [3], Theorem 8.5 of [27], and Remark 1 in §6
of [15]. In Theorem 13.1 of [3], Borcherds already proves that the weight
of ΨL( f )||DM equals the constant term of f · θK for M = U ⊕ 〈2d〉.
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Example 3.14. When K is unimodular, we haveGK = AK = {0} and L = L′.
The theta series ΘK = θK is scalar-valued. Then 〈 f ↑L′L ,ΘK〉 is just f · θK
where we identify ρM ≃ ρL naturally. Hence
ΨL( f )||DM = ΨM( f · θK).
This is considered in Lemma 8.1 of [5] (see also the proof of Theorem 7.3.2
in [18]).
Example 3.15. An even lattice L is called 2-elementary when AL ≃ (Z/2)a
for some a ≥ 0. Its parity δ is defined by δ = 0 if 2q(λ) = 0 ∈ Q/Z for all
λ ∈ AL, and δ = 1 otherwise. Nikulin shows in [21] that the isometry class
of a 2-elementary lattice L of signature (2, b) is determined by the triplet
(b, a, δ). We must have a ≡ b mod 2, and δ = 0 is possible only when a, b
are even. We write L = Lb,a,δ and DL = Db,a,δ to specify these invariants.
Then
Lb+r,a+r,1 ≃ Lb,a,δ ⊕ 〈−2〉⊕r
for every r > 0. In particular, we have a natural embedding
Db,a,δ ≃ (〈−2〉⊕r)⊥ ∩Db+r,a+r,1 ֒→ Db+r,a+r,1.
Moreover, if a < a′ with a ≡ a′ ≡ b mod 2, there is an embedding Lb,a′,δ ֒→
Lb,a,δ of finite-index.
In [29], Yoshikawa constructed a series of Borcherds products Ψb,a,δ for
2-elementary lattices Lb,a,δ with b ≤ 10 which describe the analytic torsion
of K3 surfaces with involutions. They are defined in Theorem 7.7 of [29]
as the Borcherds lifts of the ρLb,a,δ-valued modular forms
fb,a,δ = indLb,a,δ(η1−8284−8θ
10−b
〈2〉 ),
where η1−8284−8(τ) is the eta product η(τ)
−8η(2τ)8η(4τ)−8 and θ〈2〉(τ) is the
scalar-valued theta series of the lattice 〈2〉. Corollary 3.10 tells us that we
have the quasi-pullback relation
Ψb,a,δ = Ψb+r,a+r,1||Db,a,δ ,
as was observed by Yoshikawa. See also p.18 of [13] for the case a = b+ 2.
The modular formsΨb,a,δ in b < 10 are thus generated from the formsΨ10,a,1
in the line (b, δ) = (10, 1) by quasi-pullback.
Next, for a fixed b and a < a′ with b ≡ a ≡ a′ mod 2, we see from Lemma
2.3 that
fb,a,δ = fb,a′,δ↓L′L , L = Lb,a,δ, L′ = Lb,a′,δ.
Hence, as explained in Remark 3.16 below, Ψb,a,δ can be obtained from
Ψb,a′,δ by a sort of “regularized average product”. In this sense, Yoshikawa’s
modular forms have two origins,Ψ10,12,0 andΨ10,12,1. In [28], [29], he shows
that Ψ10,12,0 is a constant function, Ψ10,10,0 is the Borcherds form Φ4 defined
in [4], and Ψ10,12,1 is essentially the square of Φ4.
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Remark 3.16. In contrast to ↑L′L (Lemma 3.6), the effect of the operation
↓L′
L
on Borcherds products seems to be not so simple. It sends a Borcherds
product ΨL′ onDL′ with
2div(ΨL′) =
∑
µ∈AL′
∑
n
cµ(n)Z(µ, n)L′
to a Borcherds product ΨL onDL = DL′ with
2div(ΨL) =
∑
µ∈I⊥
∑
n
cµ(n)Z(p(µ), n)L
=
∑
λ∈AL
∑
n

∑
µ∈p−1(λ)
cµ(n)
Z(λ, n)L
=
∑
µ∈I⊥
∑
n

∑
µ′∈µ+I
cµ′(n)
 Z(µ, n)L′ ,
where I = L/L′ ⊂ AL′ and p : I⊥ → AL is the projection as before. This op-
eration, a kind of regularized average product, may send a constant function
to an interesting modular form: see, e.g., Examples 8.8 – 8.12 of [29].
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